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You do not have to be an expert in printing cheap stickers to know how to enhance them properly.
You can actually easily enhance your own stickers yourself if you know the right design moves as
well as the proper sticker printing choices to choose. In this article you will know all about these
enhancement tricks so that you yourself can use and deploy them to your special custom stickers.
So follow this list and see exactly how easy it is to enhance your color stickers.

1. Cleaner and more modern text â€“ One of the simplest ways to enhance your stickers, is to just use
cleaner and more modern fonts for them. There are tons of fresh new web 2.0 fonts that are
available for free use that comes out every few weeks.

By using these trendier and more creative kinds of font styles, you can get that enhanced modern
look for your stickers that many people like and appreciate. So why not browse through the different
freshly available font styles out there and choose something new for your custom stickers.

2. Cleaner and higher quality images â€“ Enhancing the overall look of your bumper stickers, vinyl
stickers and other customized stickers is easy if you use cleaner and higher quality images. You will
be surprised as to how your stickers will improve once you do this believe me. Quality is all about
clarity when it comes to these sticker images, so always try to use original high quality images for
your sticker printing.

3. Brighter more vibrant colors â€“ From the images, to the text, the backgrounds and the logos, all of
your design elements can be improved further by using brighter and more vibrant colors. Since the
trend nowadays is with more vivid and potent color schemes, your cheap stickers will benefit from
you adding a lot more vibrancy to your layouts. So try and tweak your designs digitally to make
those colors really come out in sticker printing. You will get better results believe me when you do
this.

4. More value laden content â€“ Remember that people are always looking for value. They will always
be concerned with the benefits that they get when taking the time in reading something. That is why
a good improvement strategy for your custom stickers is for you to add more value laden content.

From quick tips to references, warnings and labelling functions, your custom sticker printing will be
more appreciated by audiences if there is value first in its content. That is why you should plan your
sticker message wisely. You can easily enhance them with extra value content.

5. More â€œattention grabbingâ€• features â€“ Part of the strategy for enhancing stickers is of course to add
more attention grabbing features. Stickers must first hook readers to get their undivided attention,
before they can actually perform those functions. Make sure of course that you try to get the best
and most attention grabbing design features for your sticker prints. In marketing and labelling, this is
important as you want people to notice your stickers immediately.

6. Better quality paper â€“ Of course, a quick and practical enhancement technique is for you to use
better quality paper. Do not use the standard thin paper that you can typically see in most other
stickers. Durability gives quality and long life for stickers, so if you want to enhance them thoroughly,
it is best to invest in the best quality paper that you can find.

7. Special coatings â€“ Lastly, do not forget that you can upgrade your color stickers more by using
special coatings. Your stickers can have special glossy coatings that are water resistant and
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generally makes for a more professional looking color sticker. It might come at a cost, but that
impressive coating finish says it all when it comes to printing these specialized kinds of stickers.

So that is how you enhance your stickers pretty easily. You just need to coordinate those efforts
properly and you should be fine.
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